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Abstract: Context: The use of controlled vocabularies (CVs) aims to increase the quality of the
specifications of the software requirements, by producing well-written documentation to reduce
both ambiguities and complexity. Many studies suggest that defects introduced at the requirements
engineering (RE) phase have a negative impact, significantly higher than defects in the later stages
of the software development lifecycle. However, the knowledge we have about the impact of using
CVs, in specific RE activities, is very scarce. Objective: To identify and classify the type of CVs,
and the impact they have on the requirements engineering phase of software development. Method:
A systematic mapping study, collecting empirical evidence that is published up to July 2019. Results:
This work identified 2348 papers published pertinent to CVs and RE, but only 90 primary published
papers were chosen as relevant. The process of data extraction revealed that 79 studies reported
the use of ontologies, whereas the remaining 11 were focused on taxonomies. The activities of RE
with greater empirical support were those of specification (29 studies) and elicitation (28 studies).
Seventeen different impacts of the CVs on the RE activities were classified and ranked, being the two
most cited: guidance and understanding (38%), and automation and tool support (22%). Conclusions:
The evolution of the last 10 years in the number of published papers shows that interest in the
use of CVs remains high. The research community has a broad representation, distributed across
the five continents. Most of the research focuses on the application of ontologies and taxonomies,
whereas the use of thesauri and folksonomies is less reported. The evidence demonstrates the
usefulness of the CVs in all RE activities, especially during elicitation and specification, helping
developers understand, facilitating the automation process and identifying defects, conflicts and
ambiguities in the requirements. Collaboration in research between academic and industrial contexts
is low and should be promoted.

Keywords: controlled vocabularies; requirements engineering; software development; evidence-based
software engineering; systematic mapping study

1. Introduction

Requirements engineering (RE) is the foremost, human-centric, and crucial phase of the software
development lifecycle, concerned with adequately eliciting, analyzing, validating, and managing
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user requirements. In real-world scenarios, it is quite hard to correctly fulfil all the requirements,
which ultimately leads to poor quality software or project failure [1].

A controlled vocabulary is an organized collection of units of significance, i.e., terms that have
determined and well-known meaning, without duplicates (synonyms) that can cause ambiguities or
misunderstandings. Their purpose is to organize information (data pieces) in a structured manner,
provide consistency, indicate semantic relations, making it easy to classify, query, and retrieve data [2–4].

Although developers have extensive knowledge of software development methods, they often
ignore the domain of the problem [5]. Lacking such type of knowledge may lead to problems such as
missing important information or specifying ambiguous, contradictory, or incomplete requirements [6].
To reduce or mitigate such problems, it is essential to use adequate methods, techniques, and tools that
can effectively deal with domain concepts and their relationships, helping the developers to understand
their intricacies. Controlled vocabularies (CVs) may be used as one of these effective strategies to
reduce problems related to domain concepts in RE, since they reduce ambiguities and complexities.

There are some previous studies that have investigated the use of CV in RE [7–11]. However,
none of these secondary studies captures all aspects, impacts and evidence that interest us. Our goal is
to explicitly identify and categorize the different types of CV available, and the support they provide
to activities in the RE phase of software development.

For this work, we have chosen the systematic mapping study (SMS) as a research method [12–14],
to identify and classify the available empirical evidence about the use of CVs in RE. The SMS research
approach has been used successfully on different topics within the scope of RE [15–21].

The research method will help to get a deeper knowledge about CVs and their impact in RE
activities, helping to:

• Detect research gaps (future research opportunities);
• Aid decision-making (practitioners) when selecting a CV or a tool;
• Better plan the RE phase, avoiding pitfalls.

The specific contributions of this work are to:

• C1: Identify and classify the CVs (RQ1) used in activities related to the RE phase (RQ2) of
software development;

• C2: Identify the impact of CVs on the development process and the final product (RQ3);
• C3: Identify some demographic data such as active researchers, organizations and countries,

and the most frequent publication venues (DQs);
• C4: Gather dispersed evidence providing a centralized source to facilitate research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background and related
work whilst Section 3 details the research method. Results and discussion are presented in Sections 4
and 5 deals with the validity threats. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and proposals for
future work.

2. Background and Related Work

Requirements engineering is the earliest process in software development, and therefore, the most
crucial, since the following phases depend on it. An unnoticed defect during this phase has important
consequences in later development phases [1]. On the other hand, the activities carried out during
the RE have a strong component of human labor and are prone to failures and defects. It is necessary
to have support methods, techniques and tools that guarantee the quality of the outcomes of the RE,
reducing as much as possible the presence of inconsistencies, ambiguities, omissions or defects in the
final specifications of the requirements [6].

In the last two decades, there has been a surge in the use of CVs in RE for improving the
overall quality of both the development process and the final software product (system) [7–9,22–25].
For instance, the notion of ontologies has been used in RE, to improve the completeness and correctness
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of requirements specification, to assist in comprehending requirements, to help in modelling domain
knowledge and to effectively manage requirements change [22].

2.1. Controlled Vocabulary

A controlled vocabulary is an organized collection of units of significance, i.e., terms that have a
determined and well-known meaning, without duplicates (synonyms) that can cause ambiguities or
misunderstandings. Their purpose is to organize information (data pieces) in a structured manner,
provide consistency, indicate semantic relations, making it easy to classify, query, and retrieve data [2–4].
The most frequent examples of CVs can be categorized as ontologies, taxonomies, thesauri and, lately,
folksonomies. Other examples of CVs include header–subject lists, classification schemes or specialized
glossaries and dictionaries [26]. However, all these CV variations can be considered as included in the
previous categories. Support tools to CV’s applications make extensive use of NLP (natural language
processing) and knowledge management techniques [23,27].

Ontologies are formal representations of concepts, ideas or objects, pertaining to a specific domain,
as well as all the relationships between those concepts [28]. The ultimate goal of ontologies is to
facilitate automated reasoning and, by doing that, provide a deeper understanding of the domain.

A taxonomy is a classification of things or concepts, often with an explicitly imposed hierarchy
and a set of principles that underlie such classification [28]. Search engines exploit taxonomies to
increase the precision or relevance of query results, as well as to speed up the search itself.

A thesaurus groups together words with similar (synonyms) and opposite (antonyms)
meanings [29]. Thesauri are reference tools that provide users with a choice of the most adequate terms
(words) to associate with an idea or concept. The combination of these “most adequate terms” leads to
precise, fit and apt definitions of an idea or concept and avoids misunderstandings.

A folksonomy is a system of classification of terms or concepts created from a collaborative
labelling work. Folksonomy is also known as social tagging, collaborative tagging, social rating and
social bookmarking. The fundamental difference with respect to a taxonomy is that in the latter the
terms and their meanings are pre-established, whereas in folksonomies they constantly evolve and
change in the classification scheme based on the contributions of user groups. The most frequent
applications of folksonomies are in the areas of social networks and websites, to locate and recover
multimedia content [24].

Controlled vocabularies make extensive use of the above concepts and are widely used in the
requirements engineering domain [18,25].

2.2. RE Activities

RE is one of the most critical and complex activities in the software development process because
decisions about what should be developed, when and how depend on it [30]. RE deals with Elicitation,
Analysis and Negotiation, Specification, Validation and Change Management [31].

The Elicitation phase of requirements implies understanding the general domain of the problem
and the specific problem to be solved, identifying the main actors and stakeholders, knowing the
wishes and limitations of the organization, and gathering all the information relevant to starting
the project.

The analysis and negotiation are related to the high-level requirements from the previous
elicitation and specification tasks. The objective of this activity is to produce a set of complete and
consistent requirements.

The requirements specification produces documents with complete, consistent and non-ambiguous
descriptions of the actors’ needs. These descriptions must fully identify the interactions of the actors
with the system to be developed, the necessary inputs and the desired outputs.

Finally, the aim of the validation phase is to verify that requirements have been described entirely
and acceptably. The inputs to this process include the previous document with the requirements
specifications, inner rules and protocols from the organization, legal issues and implicit knowledge of
the developers.
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The management process, as suggested by Kotonya and Sommerville [6], involves all the above
tasks to deal with new requirement’s requests or changes to existing ones.

2.3. Related Works

Parreira et al. [7] conducted a Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) in 2015 focused on domain
ontologies in the context of RE. The goal of their work was to identify and get a detailed insight into
the usage of domain ontologies in RE activities. Their search strategy included only an automated
search in electronic databases and was run on June 2014. They selected and analyzed 67 primary
studies to answer four research questions. Their key findings were: (1) in the context of RE, ontologies
are related to requirements elicitation, analysis and verification, conflict identification and analysis,
and unification among requirements formalisms; (2) the majority of the studies (59%) were found
to be related to requirements elicitation and analysis; (3) there is a lack of evaluation studies on the
usage of ontologies in RE; (4) most of the selected studies (80.6%) reported about general purpose
software applications.

In 2016, Demerval et al. [8] conducted an SLR focused on the applications of ontologies in RE.
The main goal of their work was to get a more profound and better understanding of the support
that ontologies bring to RE phases. The authors used the classification of RE process proposed by
Kotonya and Sommerville [6]. Automated search in databases was the only search strategy used and
covered the period from January 2007 to October 2013. In their work, they analyzed the requirements
modelling styles, the type of supported requirements and the ontology languages that have been used.
Data were extracted from 67 selected primary studies to answer a set of seven research questions.
The main findings of their study were: (1) the most frequently reported benefits from using ontologies
in RE were reducing ambiguity, incompleteness and inconsistency of requirements (57% of the studies),
followed by requirements management and evolution (36%) and domain knowledge representation
(27%); (2) ontologies support a great diversity of RE modelling styles, mainly textual requirements and
UML; (3) studies addressed only functional requirements (52%) or a combination of functional and
non-functional (45%), only 3% of the studies reported just non-functional requirements; (4) although
a great variety of ontologies were found, none of them have been widely adopted by the research
community. These findings are limited by the context of selected papers (78% academic and 22%
industrial setting). The work from Dermeval et al. shows a very high level of quality and a sound
research method.

Anu et al. [9] conducted an SLR study to identify, analyze and classify possible reasons of human
errors that occur during requirements engineering and their impact on software quality. They only
used an automated search strategy in electronic databases, conducted from 2006 to October 2014.
The data were extracted from 38 selected primary studies. The authors developed a Human Error
Taxonomy (HET), based on their results and by extending a previous Requirement Error Taxonomy [32].
The HET is based on Reason’s taxonomy that comprised of slips, lapses, and mistakes. The mapping
of the HET to all phases of RE revealed that there is a lack of evidence about errors for requirements
verification and management phases. Their main contributions were: (1) introducing and applying
the human error research to a novel software quality improvement domain via interaction between
RE experts and cognitive psychology researchers; (2) identifying and classifying the human errors,
facilitating a systematic way to comprehend and avoid those that arise during human-centric activities
of requirements engineering.

An SLR focused on the Requirements Change Management (RCM) process was conducted by
Jayatilleke et al. [10] in 2018. Their study aimed to investigate the causes of requirements changes,
processes and techniques used for RCM and how the organizations deal with decision making during
RCM process. They ran an automated search in six electronic databases but did not report the search
date or the covered period. Data were extracted from 184 primary studies. Their main findings were:
(1) The causes of RCs can be divided into trigger events and uncertainties, and in five different areas.
This classification can lead to better planning that will ensure a better success rate for the project;
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(2) The key processes of RCM are: change identification, change analysis and change effort estimation;
(3) Taxonomies and classifications are frequently used to change identification; (4) Decision making can
be contradictory at different levels of the organization. This can cause a contradictory understanding
of the change between the business and IT counterparts. Their general conclusion was that RCM is an
elusive target to achieve and that there are many ways to tackle it.

Pachecho et al. [11] conducted an SLR in 2018 focused on analyzing the maturity of techniques
used for requirements elicitation. The goal of their work was to collect and assess the available evidence
of requirements elicitation techniques to aid the software analysts in picking the suitable technique for
eliciting software requirements. The search strategy consisted of an automated search only, ran in seven
electronic databases and covering a period from 1993 to 2015. The data for the SLR were extracted from
140 selected primary studies to answer two research questions. They concluded that the most widely
used elicitation techniques identified were: traditional techniques, e.g., interviews, task analysis and
questionnaires (27%). Similarly, modelling techniques, e.g., goal-based, scenarios, and business process
models (21%) and collaborative techniques, including workshops focus groups and brainstorming
(9%). Moreover, cognitive techniques, e.g., ontology, card sorting and repertory grid (7%), and agile
techniques, e.g., user stories, mind mapping and group storytelling (7%) among others. Nevertheless,
the selection and suitability of these techniques depend upon the stakeholders’ characteristics, resources
available, context and the problem at hand to be solved. The findings from the selected studies came
from a well-balanced context (55.8% academic, 38.8% industrial, and 5.4% mixed settings). The authors
followed a sound research method, and, because of this, their work shows a high level of quality.

Unlike the works cited above, our study was not limited to any pre-established CV or specific RE
activity. On the other hand, to ensure wider coverage of potential sources of evidence, we included two
complementary search strategies: automatic search in electronic data sources (EDS) and a backward
(based on references) and forward (based on citations) snowballing [33]. The period considered
covered until June 2019 (searches were conducted in July 2019). Regarding the number of primary
papers included, our study considered a similar amount to the average support level provided by the
related works (99 primary works), but 36% more than the average (57 primary papers) of those works
considering all the RE activities. A summary of these facts is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of differences between related work and this study.

Related Work/Year Coverage Type of CV RE Activities Support Level

Parreira/2015 June 2014 Ontologies All 67
Demerval/2016 2007–October 2013 Ontologies All 67
Anu et al./2018 2006–October 2014 Taxonomies All 38
Jayatilleke/2018 Not reported Taxonomies Change Management 184

Pacheco/2018 1993–2015 Ontologies Elicitation 140
This study/2019 June 2019 All All 90

3. Research Method

We conducted an SMS, following the guidelines in [34], to identify and classify the use of controlled
vocabularies in requirements engineering activities during the software development process. The steps
of the SMS research approach/method included the following main activities:

• Planning the SMS research method (the protocol):

◦ Definition of the goal and the set of research questions;
◦ Specification of the strategies for: search, selection and data extraction processes;
◦ Consideration of any possible validity threats;
◦ Tasks assignment (roles and responsibilities of every researcher).

• Conducting the SMS method (executing the protocol):
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◦ Searching for primary papers;
◦ Selection of the relevant primary papers;
◦ Data extraction and thorough analysis of the selected primary papers to produce a

classification schema (the map).

• Reporting the results

A previous protocol was published in the Computing Research Repository (CoRR) in 2017
(https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.00822), and since then the goal and research questions have changed a bit;
that is why a new, slightly different, protocol was designed for this study. The following subsections
offer detailed information regarding the key activities of this new protocol.

3.1. Goal and Research Questions

The main research goal of this SMS is:
To identify and categorize/classify the type of controlled vocabularies used during the requirements

engineering phase and to identify their impact on software development.
This research goal is broad enough to allow for subdividing it into the set of research questions

(RQs) detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Description of the research questions.

Research Question Description

RQ1: Which types of CVs are reported? What the CVs are based on? (e.g., Folksonomies, Ontologies,
Taxonomies, Thesauri or Other)

RQ2: In which RE activities have the
CVs been used?

The RE activity: Elicitation, Specification, Analysis, Validation,
Change Management or Other.

RQ3: Which aspects of the software
development process, or of the final
product, were impacted by the use of
the CVs?

In the first phase the name of the aspect will be extracted,
verbatim, as it appears in the original primary document (for
example, productivity, quality, development time, ease of
maintenance, error reduction, automation, etc.). Due to the
possible variety of terms used, a thematic analysis will be carried
out in a second phase to group all these terms into a set of
representative categories.

We also gathered information to answer some interesting demographic questions (DQs) related
to the identification of the most active researchers, organizations and countries, as well as the top
publication venues. Table 3 presents a brief description of every DQ.

Table 3. Description of the demographic questions.

Demographic Question Description

DQ1: Who are the most active researchers? All authors, ordered by the number of papers.

DQ2: Which are the most active organizations? Based on the affiliations of all authors.

DQ3: Which are the most active countries? Based on the affiliations of all authors.

DQ4: Which are the top publication venues? Type (Conference, Journal or Workshop) and the
Name of the publishing venue.

3.2. Search Strategies

The EBSE (evidence-based software engineering) paradigm relies on the process of gathering all
the available published empirical evidence. As it was impossible to ensure that all existing empirical
evidence was found, we had to reduce the validity threat of not considering relevant sources [35],
for this reason, two search strategies were included, to complement each other, retrieving the highest

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.00822
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number (recall) of potentially relevant studies (precision). Experts on the CVs and RE areas validated
the search strategies.

The automated search strategy was conducted in four different electronic data sources (namely;
ACM Digital Library (DL), IEEE Xplore, SCOPUS and Web of Science) [36,37]. These electronic data
sources (EDS) cover the principal venues (Conferences, Workshops and Journals) in the software
engineering field [38,39]. The search string was built from the key terms derived from our defined set of
different RQs, keywords from papers retrieved via pilot searching and from a list of possible synonyms.

The original key terms were combined using the AND logical operator, whereas their synonyms
used the OR operator. Several search rounds were performed until the authors reached the best balance
between precision and recall measures. Table 4 depicts the final search strings, tailored to each of the
EDS. This automated search strategy was run on 9 July 2019, retrieving 901 results.

Table 4. Search strings tailored to each electronic data source (EDS).

Source Search String

ACM DL

(acmdlTitle:(+control* +vocabular*) OR acmdlTitle:(folksonom* thesaur* ontolog*
taxonom*)) AND ((acmdlTitle:(+requirement +engineering) OR
recordAbstract:(+requirement +engineering) OR
keywords.author.keyword:(+requirement +engineering))

IEEE Xplore

((“Document Title”:“controlled vocabular*”) OR (“Document Title”:“folksonom*” OR
“Document Title”:“ontolog*” OR “Document Title”:“taxonom*” OR “Document
Title”:“thesaur*”)) AND ((“Document Title”:“requirements” AND “Document
Title”:“engineering”) OR (“Abstract”:“requirements” AND “Abstract”:“engineering”) OR
(“Author Keywords”:“requirements” AND “Author Keywords”:“engineering”))

SCOPUS
TITLE ((control* AND vocabular*) OR folksonom* OR ontolog* OR taxonom* OR thesaur*)
AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (requirement* AND engineering) AND SUBJAREA (comp) AND
(SRCTYPE (j) OR SRCTYPE (p)) AND (LANGUAGE (english))

Web of Science
TI = ((control* AND vocabular*) OR folksonom* OR ontolog* OR taxonom* OR thesaur*)
AND TS = (requirement* AND engineering) AND LANGUAGE: (English) Refined by:
WEB OF SCIENCE CATEGORIES: (COMPUTER SCIENCE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)

In addition to the automated search strategy, backward and forward snowballing [40,41] were
performed as a complementary search strategies. All the 70 selected studies from the automated search
strategy were used as initial seeds for the snowballing process. In every iteration of the snowballing it
is crucial to include only the relevant studies; to that end we followed a top-down sequential process
to select only the related studies for every new iteration. To double-check that relevance, the authors
also conducted the data extraction to be sure that the pre-selected primary studies were able to answer
the RQs. Only those papers that successfully passed this data extraction were used as seeds for the
next iteration of snowballing.

The snowballing process ended at the fourth iteration, after retrieving 1446 papers. A set of
20 primary studies were selected. To reduce bias, two authors independently performed the selection
of studies, and a third author reviewed the data of every iteration, combined the individual results
and checked for disagreements or ambiguities. Tables 5 and 6 show the outcomes of these two
search strategies.

Table 5. Automated search results.

Source Works Retrieved

ACM DL 75

IEEE Xplore 126

SCOPUS 580

Web of Science 120

Total= 901
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Table 6. Snowballing search results.

SB Iteration Seeds Citations

First 70 1176

Second 14 162

Third 5 99

Fourth 1 9

Total= 90 1446

3.3. Paper Selection: Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

The studies selection process included mainly two tasks: proper definition of the include and
exclude criteria and the application of these defined criteria to choose the most relevant primary
published papers [42,43].

As we know that the inclusion and exclusion criteria are totally two opposite actions, the authors
decided to concentrate the efforts on exclusion, by properly defining a set of criteria that is both
objective and subjective. The former does not cause any type of threat to the validity, and hence,
its application is quite simple. Applying these first exclusion criteria, particularly those concerning
language and duplicity, allowed the authors to eliminate irrelevant content quickly. The following list
contains the objective exclusion criteria applied to the retrieved published research studies:

• EC1: Papers written in other languages except English;
• EC2: Short published research studies (less than four pages in length);
• EC3: Research studies not published in some peer-reviewed venues;
• EC4: Not a primary research study (secondary and tertiary studies, if any, were considered in the

Related Work section of this study);
• EC5: Grey literature (books, slide presentations, forewords, talks, etc.);
• EC6: PhD or Master Theses, under the assumption that relevant publications resulting from them

were already published as research papers on peer-reviewed venues;
• EC7: Duplicate reports of the same study (consider only the most recent one),

The subjective criteria are the trickiest to handle. They possibly can bring bias into the research
study, and a predefined protocol must be used to lessen this threat as much as is viable. Contrastingly,
the application of these criteria produces the greatest decrease in the number of research studies to
deem as relevant. The authors applied mainly two exclusion criteria stated below:

• Not Focus: Not relevant to the application of controlled vocabularies in software development;
• Out of Scope: Not relevant to any of the requirements engineering phase of software

development lifecycle,

Any research study not excluded by the aforementioned criteria was finally comprised in the set
of selected primary research papers.

A top-down approach was followed to apply these criteria. At first, some particular metadata
information such as the title, abstract and keywords was taken into consideration. If this information
were not sufficient to exclude the research study at hand, then the authors comprehensively reviewed
the full text, specifically the Introduction (problems and contributions of the study), Results and
Conclusions sections.

To perform the papers selection process, the papers were equally distributed among authors.
A review meeting was held to ensure the smoothness of the process, no relevant paper is overlooked
and no irrelevant paper is included.

To deal with disagreements, we applied the inclusive criteria proposed in [34] and detailed Table 7.
We excluded a paper only when both reviewers agreed (category “F”) or considered the paper as
borderline (category “E”).
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Table 7. Dealing with Disagreements.

Reviewer X

Include Uncertain Exclude

Reviewer Y

Include A B D

Uncertain B C E

Exclude D E F

Figure 1 reflects the flows of the search and selection processes applied, and show the outcome of
every task. A final set of 90 primary research papers was selected for this research study (a list with
full bibliographic references is provided in Appendix A).
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3.4. Data Extraction

To lessen the bias in the whole extraction process, a Data Extraction Form was designed by the
second author in spread sheet format (available online at [44]). The other authors thoroughly reviewed
and agreed upon the Data Extraction Form (DEF) before the formal data extraction process started.
The usage of the DEF provides a clear and consistent method to perform the extraction process of the
SMS study [45,46].

To accomplish the extraction process task, we divided the set of selected primary papers into two
halves as described below:

1. First half: This first half was assigned to reviewers R1 (first author) and R2 (second author) via
blind assignment. The reviewers assessed the work independently, and after completion, resolved
any differences to produce an agreed dataset.

2. Second half: This second half was assigned to reviewers R1 and R3 (third author), as a
blind assignment.
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Each pair of the designated reviewers filled out the DEF independently. When any sort of
discrepancies arose, an agreement meeting was held, with the presence of a third reviewer, until all
sorts of disagreements were resolved [47].

We inspected the Title, Abstract and Conclusions from every primary selected paper to extract
the relevant data to answer our set of RQs. If we did not find the needed data in these sections,
we inspected the full text of the paper.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present and briefly discuss the outcomes of the SMS study. For each of the RQs
we begin with a summary of the most notable outcomes, a brief discussion regarding the most pertinent
aspects and, based on them, a suggestion of some explanatory hypotheses. Due to limitations in the
number of pages of this study, the detailed results are offered as complementary material, available
online at [44].

4.1. RQ1: Which Types of CVs Are Reported?

To accomplish the data extraction process, we initialized with a pre-established classification
scheme to group the types of reported CVs. The classification scheme includes Folksonomies, Ontologies,
Taxonomies and Thesauri. We only found direct evidence for Ontologies and Taxonomies. Ten selected
papers (S12, S16, S29, S31, S33, S52, S73, S74, S86 and S88) reported the use of Thesauri; but they
focused on Ontologies, considering the thesaurus only as part of the reported ontology. No direct
evidence was found for folksonomies or other terms that can be considered as CVs.

We identified 79 primary papers related to the use of ontologies in RE and eleven related to
taxonomies, as depicted in Table 8. Appendix A shows the full list of selected papers.

Table 8. Papers reporting different types of CVs.

Primary Paper Type of CV Support Level

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S15, S16, S17, S18, S19, S22, S23,
S24, S25, S27, S28, S29, S30, S31, S32, S33, S34, S35, S36, S37, S38, S40, S41,
S42, S43, S44, S45, S46, S47, S48, S51, S52, S53, S54, S55, S56, S57, S58, S59,
S60, S61, S62, S63, S64, S65, S66, S67, S68, S69, S70, S71, S72, S73, S74,
S75, S76, S77, S78, S79, S80, S81, S82, S84, S85, S86, S87, S88, S89, S90.

Ontology 79

S6, S7, S13, S14, S20, S21, S26, S39, S49, S50, S83. Taxonomy 11

Most of the mentions to ontologies in RE were related to domain ontologies for facilitating the
specification of requirements, elicitation and requirements reuse. These results are not surprising as the
aim of ontologies is to reduce ambiguities and gain deeper insights of a certain domain. Some examples
of the frequent uses of domain ontologies reported in the selected studies were: security requirements
(S18, S38, S60, S62, S66, S90), reducing ambiguities (S10, S18, S36, S41, S58), improving understanding
(S08, S23, S27, S32, S45, S50, S65), detecting and resolving conflicts (S02, S19, S43, S44, S49, S72) and
specifying requirements (S04, S78, S79, S89) among other uses.

The main categories of impacts of using taxonomies in RE were related to detecting faults
and defects (S07, S26), scenarios (S14) and privacy goals (S06) for eliciting and specifying
software requirements.

It is worth mentioning that our search strategies did find papers about folksonomies, but they
were focused on web applications, tagging, indexing, sentiment analysis and social media. They were
not explicitly related to any RE activity, so we discarded those papers because of the exclusion criterion
“Out of scope”.

4.2. RQ2: In Which RE Activities Have the CVs Been Reported?

In order to provide meaningful answers to this RQ, we mapped the RE activities reported
in the primary studies to those proposed in [6]: Elicitation, Specification, Analysis, Validation,
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Change Management and others. We have found that most of the mentions refer to the specification
(26.6%), and elicitation activities (25.7%). CVs have also been employed in the Analysis, Validation,
Change Management and others, but to a considerably lesser degree. Figure 2 shows the quantity of
mentions to every activity in the selected set of papers.
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It is not surprising that the requirement specification is the activity in which CVs are used most
frequently. During this activity, the two types of CVs identified in RQ1 were used. The CVs are
used mainly to write the earlier versions of the requirements, informally, during the initial phase of
Elicitation, and more formally, during the final step of producing a formal Specification. All papers
highlight the need for clear, objective and unambiguous writing. Thus, the papers that report the use
of the CVs in the Analysis, Change Management, Validation or Other activities also refer, although
indirectly, to the drafting of the requirements specifications.

The papers selected for this study focused on elicitation of requirements from the identified
stakeholders or software requirements documents, which in turn can include a variety of sources: interviews,
questionnaires, workshops with brainstorming, technical documentation review, simulations, modelling
and organizational analysis techniques (e.g., Strengths–Weaknesses–Opportunities–Threats analysis).

The majority of the selected papers related to requirements analysis focused on requirements
conflict identification and resolution tasks.

The selected papers reported focused on quality assurance activities of testing and finding faults
in requirements. The selected papers related to requirements change management utilized ontologies
and taxonomies for handling requirements volatility. Finally, the other activities reported in the
selected studies refer to requirements traceability, requirements recovery, requirements engineering
methodology (process, methods, and tools) and configuration management among others.

To facilitate further analysis to interested researchers or practitioners, Table 9 detailed the selected
papers reporting each RE activity.

Table 9. Papers reporting RE activities.

Primary Papers RE Activity Support Level

S4, S5, S6, S14, S17, S18, S20, S22, S23, S25, S26, S30, S33, S34, S36,
S40, S41, S45, S48, S49, S58, S63, S64, S65, S75, S76, S78, S85, S90. Specification 29

S2, S8, S12, S13, S16, S27, S28, S29, S32, S34, S39, S40, S55, S59, S61,
S62, S65, S66, S68, S69, S70, S73, S79, S82, S84, S86, S87, S88. Elicitation 28

S2, S6, S11, S31, S38, S40, S42, S43, S44, S46, S47, S49, S51, S52, S60,
S77, S79, S81. Analysis 18

S5, S6, S9, S15, S24 (2), S30, S37, S53, S56, S57 (2), S67, S80, S83, S89. Other 16

S7, S10, S11, S19, S21, S26, S35, S46, S51, S54, S74, S79. Validation 12

S1, S3, S50, S57, S71, S72. Change Management 6
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4.3. RQ3: Which Aspects of the Software Development Process, or of the Final Product, Were Affected by the
Use of the CV?

Each primary study describes the impact by using different key terms, depending on the context in
which the CV has been used. For that reason, during data extraction we obtained a broad set of terms
related to this research question. In order to facilitate the analysis, we performed a thematic analysis
following the guidelines of [48] and grouped all the original 154 impact mentions into 17 categories
(listed in Table 10). The first column (Primary papers) shows the ID of the primary paper, the numbers
in brackets indicate the quantity of mentions from the same primary paper. The column, Support
Level, shows the quantity of impact mentions from our set of selected primary papers.

Table 10. Categories of Impacts.

Primary Paper Category Support Level

S02, S06, S08, S16, S20 (4), S23, S27, S32, S34, S40, S42,
S45, S46, S50, S53 (2), S57, S59, S61, S62, S64, S65, S66,
S68, S70, S75, S76 (2), S81, S86, S89 (2).

Guidance and understanding 35

S04, S10, S11, S12, S28, S33, S43, S47 (2), S51, S55, S56,
S72, S77, S84, S85, S86, S89, S90 (2). Automation and tool support 20

S02, S07, S11, S18, S19, S24, S26, S36, S39, S43, S44 (2),
S46, S49 (2), S50, S84, S86.

Identification of conflicts
and defects 18

S14, S17, S28, S29, S38, S67, S69, S74, S78, S82, S83, S84,
S88 (2).

Completeness, correctness
and accuracy 14

S11, S26, S35, S37, S73, S78, S79, S85, S86, S90. Quality 10

S04, S05, S06, S11, S22, S30, S38, S52. Reusability 8

S09, S10, S18, S41, S58, S70, S71. Ambiguity 7

S02, S13, S25, S62, S68, S69, S87. Elicitation 7

S21 (2), S28, S40, S49, S57, S63. Testing and traceability 7

S07, S37, S60, S70, S79, S80. Productivity and time reduction 6

S03, S31, S57, S65, S87. Communication 5

S29, S38, S48, S54. Consistency 4

S01 (2), S15, S40. Evolution and maintainability 4

S37, S51, S72. Costs 3

S12, S27, S74. Validation 3

S03 (2) Control and coordination 2

S77 Modelling 1

Guidance and understanding is the category that includes a greater number of mentions. The use of
CVs, both ontologies and taxonomies, has a positive impact on the development of the software (process)
and the final product (system) (S02). In the earlier phases of software development (i.e., requirements
engineering) it is crucial to understand what data need to be requested from providers, where and
when to capture the data, and what parts of them can be made accessible to different users (S20).
Furthermore, a list of potential tasks (data manipulation) can help to overcome elicitation problems.
CVs help requirements analysts in the process of understanding the key concepts in the problem
space (S53). Problems of understanding typically result from the fact that RE involves a variety of
people’s expressed needs across different stakeholders. Another source of problems of understanding
is the subjective nature of requirements, especially non-functional ones. The CVs provide a common
terminology for relevant knowledge, enabling a uniform treatment of data and reducing the chances of
missing out key requirements.
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Automation and tool support is the second most cited category. CVs, especially ontologies,
can be used as a theoretical foundation for automating some tasks, such as (S04): detecting conflicts,
classify requirements or detect defects. Many tools, implementing ontologies and rules, provide
support to detect NFR conflicts and inconsistencies (S43). Automatic analysis of natural language
requirements and assistance to analysts during requirements specification is another benefit of using
CVs. For example, the use of ontologies and boilerplates enables semi-automatic transformation of
natural language requirements into boilerplate requirements (S90).

The identification of conflicts and defects is one of the most significant benefits of using CVs during
RE. This benefit is closely related to automation and tool support. In this study, the term “conflict” refers
to requirements that differ and may contradict each other. A good example of these conflicts due to legal
cross-references can be found in (S49). Analyzing conflicts in software specifications is crucial when
multiple stakeholder concerns need to be addressed (S44). The origin of conflicts can be inconsistencies,
redundancies, overrides, and missing parts. A set of rules and the supporting CV (an ontology or
taxonomy) can be stored and executed in knowledge-based systems to automatically detect conflicts.
This ensures that requirements engineers do not overlook important compliance requirements.

When conflicts are identified and resolved, we achieve completeness, correctness and accuracy
of requirements and their specifications. CVs have been widely used to improve completeness (S14),
thanks to the ease they provide to verify that all the functionality requested by the stakeholders has been
included in the requirements, and that all possible inputs (both valid and invalid) have been evaluated
and have an adequate response (output). By using CVs and inference rules, an analyst can determine
which requirements need to be added/removed to improve completeness (S29). Ontology-driven
approaches seem to enable improved quality of requirements in terms of correctness, completeness
and consistency (S78).

The impact of CVs on quality is addressed especially in 10 selected papers, but it is reported,
indirectly, in most of the studies. The researcher used to relate quality to measurable criteria, such as:
(a) completeness of individual requirement specifications; (b) existence of traceability relationships
between requirements; (c) degree of compliance of individual requirements with the whole set of
specifications (S37, S79). Some specific elements such as primary actors, conditions for actions, main flow
of events, alternative flows, shall actions, object of action and destination of action, are measured to
compute a quality level. Many of these elements are based on completeness, consistency and structure
of the requirements.

Reusability is one of the most appreciated properties in software development. The CVs help
increase reusability from two main perspectives: (a) facilitating the creation of reusable requirements
(S05, S52) and (b) offering reusable mechanisms for the search, specification and validation of generic
requirements (S22, S30). The application of CVs is frequent in CBSE (component-based software
engineering) (S05) and SPLE (software product line engineering) (S30), providing greater structure to
the planning and elicitation process, but also assisting in the process of configuration/adaptation of
requirements from previous developments.

All other categories received a lower level of support since we did not find so many specific
documents focused on them. However, given the degree of interrelation between the different categories,
we cannot say that these categories are of minor importance. Many of the articles that mention aspects
of productivity and time reduction are undoubtedly related to cost reduction. The improvements in
consistency help the evolution of the requirements and facilitate their maintainability. The validation
process is improved by increasing the quality of the communication, control and coordination processes
of the development teams, thanks to the reduction in ambiguity.

One aspect to highlight is that we have not found a standardized use of the terms to describe the
impacts. Some documents associate quality with terms closer to productivity (reduction in development
time). We understand that it is difficult to classify the impacts, since there are many overlapping and
causal relationships, for example, reducing ambiguity in the specifications increases the understanding
of the requirements and, therefore, reduces the maintenance tasks, which, at the same time, saves effort
(Productivity) and reduce Costs.
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A second aspect is that all the papers reported positive effects of the use of the CVs. The most
reported impacts for the requirements engineering process were a general increase in quality, thanks to
the early identification of defects, inconsistencies and ambiguities; a general increase in productivity,
due to the automation processes, which in turn are based on the support of specific tools.

The lack of enough reports about real-world applications is a frequent problem in software
engineering. We believe that the large number of works included in this study allows us to draw
conclusions with a solid empirical basis; however, we think that business–academy cooperation should
be promoted, and the publication of more reports from the industry needs to be encouraged.

In the next two sections, we analyze the potential relationships when cross analyzing pairs of RQs.

4.4. Cross Analysis: RQ1 (CVs) vs. RQ2 (RE Activities)

This section compares and contrasts the results obtained from RQ1 and RQ2. Figure 3 shows the
support level provided by ontologies and taxonomies to each of the RE activities. Table 11 shows the
coverage of primary papers for every combination of CV and RE activity.
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Table 11. Coverage of RE activities in different CVs.

Type of CV Elicitation Specification Analysis Validation Change
Management Other

Ontology

S02, S08, S12,
S16, S27, S28,
S29, S32, S34,
S40, S55, S59,
S61, S62, S65,

S66, S68,
S69,70, S73,

S79, S82, S84,
S86, S87, S88

S04, S05, S17,
S18, S22, S23,
S25, S30, S33,
S34, S36, S40,
S41, S45, S48,
S58, S63, S64,
S65, S75, S76,
S78, S85, S90

S02, S11, S31,
S38, S40, S42,
S43, S44, S46,
S47, S51, S52,
S60, S77, S79,

S81

S10, S11, S19,
S35, S46, S51,
S54, S74, S79

S01, S03, S57,
S71, S72

S05, S09, S15,
S24 (2), S30,

S37, S53, S56,
S57 (2), S67,

S80, S89

Taxonomy S13, S39 S06, S14, S20,
S26, S49 S06, S49 S07, S21, S26 S50 S06, S83

The cross analysis of RQ1 vs. RQ2 enables us to thoroughly assess the level of support given
by CVs with respect to each stage of the RE lifecycle. The results of this comparative analysis depict
convergence as Specification, Elicitation and Analysis of RE stages on average are still mostly supported
by Ontologies and Taxonomies. Besides, the ratio of the support offered by the CVs to each RE stage is,
in general, abundant.

Some of the key insights that are evident from Table 11 are: (1) Elicitation, Specification and
Analysis stages of RE are considerably more supported by both ontologies and taxonomies so it is
worth investigating how these two types of CVs specifically can be enhanced to bring more support to
the remaining stages of RE lifecycle (Validation and Change Management). Nonetheless, the remaining
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missing CVs (Folksonomies, Thesauri) also need to be investigated with the same aim to support the
RE, and (2) investigate the suitability of combining CVs (hybrid approaches) and proposing automated
tools to enhance the support level of these, less supported, RE tasks.

4.5. Cross Analysis: RQ3 vs. RQ2

We have analyzed the reported impacts (RQ3) and related them to the RE activities (RQ2) in which
they occurred. Table 12 shows the support level (primary papers) identified for these relationships.
Table 12 depicts the plotting of papers with RE activities whereas Figure 4 shows the overall trend of
RE activities in respective papers.

Table 12. Categories of impacts in every RE activity.

RQ3/RQ2 Elicitation Specification Analysis Validation Change Mgmt. Other

Guidance and
understanding

S02, S08, S16, S27,
S32, S34, S59, S61,

S62, S66, S68,
S70, S86

S06, S20(4),
S23, S45, S64,

S65, S75, S76(2)
S40, S42, S81 S46 S50, S57 S53(2), S89(2)

Automation and
tool support

S12, S28, S55,
S84, S86

S04, S33,
S85, S90(2)

S11, S43,
S47(2), S77 S10, S51 S72 S56, S89

Identification of conflicts
and defects S39, S84, S86 S18, S26, S36 S02, S43,

S44(2), S49(2)
S07, S11,
S19, S46 S50 S24

Completeness,
correctness and accuracy

S28, S29, S69, S82,
S84, S88(2) S14, S17, S78 S38 S74 S67, S83

Quality S73, S86 S26, S78,
S85, S90 S11, S35, S79 S37

Reusability S04, S22, S30 S06, S11,
S38, S52 S05

Ambiguity S70 S18, S41, S58 S10 S71 S09

Elicitation S02, S13, S62, S68,
S69, S87 S25

Testing and traceability S28 S63 S40, S49 S21(2) S57

Productivity and
time reduction S70 S60 S07, S79 S37, S80

Communication S87 S65 S31 S03 S57

Consistency S29 S48 S38 S54

Evolution and
maintainability S40 S01(2) S15

Costs S51 S72 S37

Validation S27, S12 S74

Control and
coordination S03(2)

Modelling S77
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horizontal axis) with 44 primary papers, in almost every category, except for Reusability, Costs, Control
and Coordination, and Modelling. We think that the absence of impacts on these categories during the
Elicitation is due to the early nature of the activity (first steps of RE). The vast majority of the support
level is concentrated on Guidance and Understanding, by providing the developers with structured
knowledge guides (ontologies and taxonomies) to conduct the elicitation process and facilitating the
understanding of the collected requirements between all the stakeholders.

All the impacts of CVs affected the Specification activity, except Productivity and Time Reduction,
Evolution and Maintainability, Costs, Validation, Control and Coordination and Modelling. Note that
just because little or no support has been identified for a given RE activity, does not mean it does not
exist. It is frequent that researchers report only those aspects that are more attractive or interesting,
leaving aside the more trivial ones (least important).

Analysis is the third most mentioned RE activity, but far from the previous two. The reason for this
decrease can be found in the work of disambiguation and specification that have been carried out in
the first two activities. During the analysis of the requirements, they have been already refined enough
to make the current use of the CVs not so critical. Figure 4 shows the details of this cross-analysis of
the two variables, the Impacts and the RE activities where they happen.

4.6. DQ1: Most Active Researchers

A total of 243 researchers appear as authors in the 90 primary published research studies selected
by our SMS study. We only report the top 10 active researchers, based on their number of published
works, however, the full list can be accessed online as complementary material [44].

It is worth mentioning that the data allowed us to identify groups of researchers who often
published collaborative works (e.g., Kossman and Odeh, Moser, Sindre and Stålhane, and Avdeenko
and Murtazina). In addition, most of the active researchers are affiliated with academic organizations
(80%). It is interesting to note that the top six active researchers, those with more than three publications,
are based in Europe. Most of the identified researchers are currently active, except for the research
group composed by Moser, Sindre and Stålhane, inactive since 2012. The top ten active researchers
and their affiliations are shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Active researchers based on number of papers.

Author’s Name Organization Support Level

Mario Kossman AIRBUS, U.K. 4

Mohammed Odeh Software Engineering Research Group, University of the West of
England, U.K. 4

Thomas Moser Institute of Software Technology and Interactive Systems,
Vienna University of Technology, Austria 4

Guttorm Sindre Department of Computer and Information Science, Norwegian
University of Science and Technology, Norway 4

Tor Stålhane Department of Computer and Information Science, Norwegian
University of Science and Technology, Norway 4

Tatiana Avdeenko Novosibirsk State Technical University, Russia 4

Chi-Lun Liu Department of Multimedia and Mobile Commerce, Kainan
University, Taiwan 3

Marina Murtazina Novosibirsk State Technical University, Russia 3

Annie I. Antón Department of Computer Science, North Carolina State
University, USA 2

Kelly Antonini University of the West of England, U.K. 2
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4.7. DQ2: Most Active Organizations

We have identified 115 unique organizations based on the number of mentions in the published
primary papers. Most of the identified organizations are academic institutions based in Europe.
Table 14 depicts a list of the 12 most active organizations.

Table 14. Top 12 Active Organizations.

Organization’s Name and Country # Mentions

UIIT-PMAS Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi, Pakistan 12

Norwegian University of Science and Technology, IDI/NTNU,
Trondheim, Norway 11

Vienna University of Technology, Austria 10

Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China 8

Novosibirsk State Technical University, Novosibirsk, Russia 8

CRI-Paris 1 Sorbonne University Paris, France 6

North Carolina State University, USA 6

University of Murcia, Spain 6

Concordia University, Montreal, Canada 5

Mälardalen University, Västerås, Sweden 5

Shinshu University, Nagano, Japan 5

University of Leeds, U.K. 5

It is noteworthy that there is an imbalance between the amount of research from
academia and industry (82% academic, 11.3% industrial, 6.08% research institutes and 0.86%
government agencies), which highlights the need for further research in industrial contexts, or in
academia–industry collaborations.

4.8. DQ3: Most Active Countries

Based on the affiliation of all authors, we have been able to identify 37 different countries in
the set of selected documents, located in the five continents. The three countries with the greatest
representation are the United Kingdom, China and the United States. The rest of the countries do not
reach a representation higher than 50% of the previous three. Figure 5 shows the number of authors
whose affiliations belong to the ten countries with the highest number of mentions. The complete list
of countries, showing a distribution of countries that offers a wide coverage of the five continents can
be accessed as online complementary material [44].
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4.9. DQ4: Top Publishing Venues

The favorite venues for publication of the selected works were Conferences, with 64.4% of the
primary works (Figure 6); the IEEE International Computer Software and Applications Conference,
with four primary papers published, topped the list of the most cited (Table 15); together with the
Workshops (10%), the Conferences cover 75% of the set of selected papers; however, 25.6% of the
papers, published in Journals, is a good fact, and provides a solid empirical basis, given the quality
and the recognized prestige of publication venues (Expert Systems, Requirements Engineering, etc.).
Table 16 shows the complete list of mentioned journals.

Finally, Figure 7 shows that the interest in CVs and RE activities has remained at a moderate level
(seven papers per year, on average) since 2009, with higher peaks in 2012 and 2016.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 32 
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Table 15. Most cited conferences and workshops.

Conferences Support Level

IEEE International Computer Software and Applications Conference 4

Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference, APSEC 3

IEEE International Conference on Global Software Engineering 2

International Conference on Information Integration and Web-based Applications
and Services 2

INCOSE International Symposium 2

International Arab Conference on Information Technology (ACIT) 2

International Conference on Information Reuse and Integration (IRI) 2

International Scientific-Technical Conference on Actual Problems of Electronics
Instrument Engineering (APEIE) 2

SEKE 2

CEUR Workshop 2

IEEE International Conference on Data Mining Workshop 1

IEEE International Model-Driven Requirements Engineering Workshop (MoDRE) 1

IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference Workshops, REW 1

IEEE International Workshop on Requirements Patterns, RePa 1

IEEE International Workshop on Semantic Computing and Systems 1

IEEE VIS Workshop on Evaluation and Beyond–Methodological Approaches
for Visualization 1

International Workshop on Managing Requirements Knowledge, MARK 1
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Table 16. Most cited journals.

Journal Support Level

Expert Systems 2

Requirements Engineering 2

ACM Transactions on Management Information Systems (TMIS) 1

Artificial Intelligence for Engineering Design, Analysis and Manufacturing 1

Baltic Journal of Modern Computing 1

Computer Standards and Interfaces 1

IDDM (Oxford Journal) 1

IEEE Access 1

IEEE Software 1

IEICE TRANSACTIONS on Information and Systems 1

IET Software 1

Information and Software Technology 1

Information Systems Frontiers 1

International Journal of Human Computer Studies 1

International Journal of Intelligent Systems 1

International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering 1

ISRN Software Engineering 1

Journal of Convergence Information Technology 1

Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology 1

Journal of Software 1

Procedia Computer Science 1
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5. Validity Threats

The five most frequently reported validity threats in software engineering research were
considered [45,49]. In the next sections, details are provided about what we have done to avoid or
mitigate these threats.

5.1. Descriptive Validity

Descriptive validity deals with threats to one’s ability to capture and describe observations in
an objective and precise way. To reduce this threat, work sessions using examples were conducted
to achieve a common methodology for determining what data to extract and how they should be
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extracted and a Data Extraction Form (DEF) was designed and agreed upon by all researchers [44].
Every entry in the DEF has an attached comment that links the value assigned by the researcher to
specific text in the original source, increasing traceability and reducing researcher’s bias.

5.2. Interpretive Validity

We have reduced this threat by applying two different mechanisms. First, five regular sessions
were conducted (one session every two weeks) after the extraction data activity, to ensure that all the
researchers agreed on the interpretation of the results (i.e., the raw data), a set of coding rules, and their
implications. Second, authors, divided into two independent teams, derived the conclusions from the
results. The first author compared and integrated the conclusions, homogenizing the writing style.
In a final session, consisting of all the authors, the conclusions were double-checked to make sure that
they could be linked, directly, to previous results stored in the DEF.

5.3. Theoretical Validity

To minimize the threat on the search process, we conducted two different search strategies: an
automated search from four separate database sources and a complementary snowballing search
process (backward and forward) from two seeds. The protocol to perform these two strategies is
detailed in Section 3.2, Search strategies.

The details regarding the selection process and the protocol followed to reduce theoretical validity
threats can be found in Section 3.3, Paper Selection: Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria.

5.4. Generalizability

To minimize the internal generalizability threat, we relied on the objectivity of the data extraction
process and form (DEF), and the protocol to analyze the results and derive conclusions. Due to the
sample size (90 primary papers), we think that the generalization of the results can be achieved with a
low level of risk.

5.5. Reliability

To increase the reliability of this study, we performed a detailed report of the entire process,
from the initial protocol to the conduction phase. Furthermore, the additional material accompanying
this report provides, from our point of view, enough information to enable the replication of the study.

Finally, to reduce the threats to validity during the conducting phase of this study, we reported
the rubrics used for the self-evaluation, following the guidelines from Petersen et al. [34]. These rubrics
are available online, as complementary material, at [44].

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This study reports the planning and conducting phases of SMS. The SMS was based on the
identification, analysis and classification of 90 selected published primary research papers, published
from 1999 to 2019.

Our goal was to identify and classify the CVs, and to investigate their impact in RE activities.
In addition, we also extracted a set of data related to demographic aspects, such as the most active
researchers, organizations and countries in the area. The SMS provides a broad view of the research
area for the last 20 years.

We selected 90 studies from 2348 papers retrieved by two complementary search strategies.
The extracted data allow us to conclude that:

• RQ1: Approximately 88% of the selected studies reported the use of ontologies and 12% focused
on taxonomies. There is a lack of direct empirical evidence on the use of folksonomies or thesauri,
although some studies reported their application, but were always embedded, as part of ontology
or a thesaurus.
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• RQ2: The use of CVs has been studied in all RE activities, but not with the same interest.
The applications have focused on the activities of elicitation (31%) and specification (32%),
whereas the empirical support was reduced for the activities of analysis (20%), validation (13%)
and change management (7%).

• RQ3: The impacts with greater empirical support have been: guidance and understanding
(39%), automation and support of tools (22%), and help to identify conflicts and defects (20%).
Many of these impacts have overlapping effects, for example, by facilitating the understanding
of the requirements, conflicts and possible defects are reduced, increasing the quality of the
final specifications.

Demographic data show that interest in CVs and their application in RE activities remain high
in the research community. Several research groups, mainly in Europe, have been active since 2010,
with an average, in the last 5 years, of eight articles published per year. Although most authors belong
to academic organizations, there are also representatives from industry, government organizations and
research institutes. A large part of the research is carried out in European organizations. The results
highlight Pakistan as a very active country, with 12 mentions, however, its real participation is only
two works (S54 and S71), with seven authors in the first study and five in the second (three researchers
participated in both studies). On the other hand, the data show that the favorite publishing venues are
Conferences and Workshops (almost 75% of the cases), which would suggest a greater participation of
authors with industrial affiliations, however, their presence, based on the set of selected papers, is low
(around 20%). We aim for the community to publish more collaborative works (academy–industry), to
overcome the lack of industrial empirical evidence.

As future work, we suggest that:

• We believe it might be interesting to investigate the use of CVs in development environments
based on open source models, where RE activities involve leveraging online comments and the
wisdom of the crowd.

• There is a need for more empirical research by conducting comprehensive review on how
ontologies support the whole software engineering process.

• In this SMS study, we did not find direct evidence on exploring the suitability and impact of
folksonomies and thesauri on RE so it might be good to be investigated.

• More collaborative empirical research needs to be conducted; more specifically, industrial–academic
collaborations to evaluate the suitability of different CVs.

• To conduct evaluation studies that can compare different RE processes supported by different
types of controlled vocabularies used.
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